
DIGITAL INTEGRATIONS 
STREAMLINE STADIUM  
SUPPLY CHAIN

DCW PLATFORM SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATES 
MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS TO HELP  
MORTENSON STREAMLINE SOCCER STADIUM 
CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CHAIN

“ Communication with DCW  
was open and frequent on  
the progress of their tool built 
to integrate AtlasRFID/Jovix 
with SYNCHRO. We were  
left very impressed with  
the industry experience of  
the DCW project team”.

Taylor Cupp  
Innovation Manager  

Mortenson

Mortenson is a U.S.-based top-20 builder, developer, and provider of energy and 
engineering services. Mortenson’s broad portfolio of integrated services ensures that its 
customers’ investments result in high-performing assets. Founded in 1954, Mortenson 
has operations across North America, with offices located nationwide and in Canada.

A joint venture comprised of Mortenson and Messer Construction is delivering the  
largest soccer-specific stadium in the United States, Geodis Park, for Nashville Soccer 
Club, one of Major League Soccer’s (MLS) newest  expansion teams, which is due for  
completion in 2022. The stadium will be highly multi-functional with the versatility  
to accommodate other premier events. The proposed seating capacity of 30,500  
for soccer will also allow MLS to have a destination stadium in one of the nation’s  
most vibrant cities to host larger events and matches. 

The stadium’s design will encompass the true spirit of Nashville in its aesthetics  
and function. While the facility will be state-of-the-art, it will also blend seamlessly 
within the area’s historic architecture and mesh with the fabric of the city and  
surrounding neighborhoods.

CASE STUDY



INITIAL NEED / 
PROJECT CHALLENGE: 
During the stadium construction, the Mortenson/Messer project team 
needed help solving a specific business problem around real-time  
visibility into critical path material fabrication, delivery, and installation.  
It also had to streamline the difficult task of status visualizations of 
building information and 4D models.

The team also found that bridging the connections with the multiple  
product sets in use and the corresponding integrations work that was 
needed was challenging. Furthermore, once established, the ongoing 
maintenance of those connections, was another challenge.

THE DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION 
WORKS (DCW) SOLUTION: 
The DCW team helped automate the project team’s material  
management process by developing integrations with its supply  
chain models and materials readiness application.

DCW developed custom integrations, delivered via the  
DCW Integrations platform, to the following product sets:

      Trimble Tekla – for steel fabrication

      Jovix – for materials tracking

      Bentley SYNCHRO 4D – for building simulation and scheduling

       Microsoft Power BI – DCW further embedded Microsoft Power BI 
using its proprietary connector, which allowed data visualizations via 
the DCW Integrations Platform dashboard.

FURTHER INTEGRATIONS  
DETAILS: 
Trimble / Tekla (IFC File)
Integration Overview
Trimble Tekla helps structural design engineers, detailers, fabricators, 
contractors and project managers to create, combine, manage and share 
accurate models for every project.

An IFC file is a model file created in the Industry Foundation Classes 
(IFC) format, an open file format used by Building Information Modeling 
(BIM) programs. It contains a building or facility model, including spatial 
elements, materials, and shapes.
Features
     •  3D model exchange
     •  Exchange BIM information
     •  View assembly status
Customer Value
     •   Seamless 3D model exchange and construction data linked  

to a 3D model accessible to all project stakeholders.
     •  Assembly data
     •  Fabrication data

Jovix
Integration Overview
Jovix provides project decision-makers with real-time, actionable data  
regarding material status and location. The visibility and traceability provided 
by Jovix throughout the engineering, procurement, and construction  
lifecycle allows your project team to have the right materials at the  
right time. This streamlined process is known as Material Readiness.
Features
     •  Geo-contextual automation to find materials when you need them
     •  Capture material transactions without the use of pen and paper
     •  Track and trace, automated scanning
Customer Value
The Jovix integration allows the project team to status material from var-
ious stakeholder locations, bring the status into the data warehouse, and 
push to other planning and scheduling programs. Most commonly, material 
status is pushed to Bentley SYNCHRO Pro for resource  stat using, status 
visualization, and enables planners/schedulers to have real-time updates 
to material readiness. 
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https://www.digitalconstructionworks.com/build-robust-construction-project-reporting-with-the-dcw-ipaas-insights-power-bi-connector/ 
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Bentley SYNCHRO
Integration Overview
Bentley SYNCHRO is a complete integrated software and software portfolio  
for digital construction management. Together, they enable construction firms  
to win projects, deliver them more efficiently, and get paid, improving the use  
of data to optimize decision-making, resourcing, and profitability.
Features
     •  Stay up-to-date with construction progress
     •  View the 4D construction digital twin
     •  In the field, in the cloud, in context
     •  Seamless integration with Jovix MMS
     •   Any stakeholder with access to the platform can navigate the 4D model  

and plan, even without a SYNCHRO license
Customer Value
     •   The SYNCHRO integration allows for real-time 4D Sequencing Visualizations, 

Model walk-throughs, and 3D Status Visualization integration with Jovix or  
any third-party progressing solution. 

     •   By connecting the customers manufacturing specs with Jovix tracking  
then loading the Jovix updates back into SYNCHRO via the DCW Integrations 
Platform, we are able to keep the field/design in sync.

Microsoft Power BI Visualizations
Integration Overview
Start monitoring and exploring your dashboards and reports using the Microsoft 
Power BI app optimized for easily viewing, sharing, and interacting with your  
Power BI content. Power BI is a Windows app used for viewing and interacting with 
your Power BI content created using Power BI Desktop and the Power BI service.
Features
     •  View all your essential data in one place.
     •   Share live reports and dashboards, keeping your team updated  

and on the same page.
     •   Connect multiple data sources including your Power BI reports,  

the clients, the subcontractors, etc. 
Customer Value
The DCW Power BI Integration allows clients to embed multiple parties’ in-house 
reports within the DCW Integrations Platform in an automated sense. This allows  
the project team, and portfolio team to view all needed reports from multiple parties’ 
subscriptions and systems in one place, along with DCW’s automated reporting.

Taylor Cupp, Innovation Manager at Mortenson, 
commenting on the project outcomes delivered 
by Digital Construction Works, said:

“ Large, complex projects require a unique 
approach to solving the most challenging 
problems. Mortenson/Messer’s project team 
at Geodis Park in Nashville was faced with 
unprecedented supply chain complications  
that arose out of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
The team knew they needed to innovate 
to deliver the best possible facility for the 
customer, the fans, and the community.  
One such innovation was engaging with  
DCW to streamline the difficult task of  
visually statusing our building information  
and 4D models.   
 
The collaborative approach by DCW aligned 
well with our project team’s needs in solving 
a specific business problem around real-time 
visibility into critical path material fabrication, 
delivery, and installation. 
 
We used the DCW platform seamlessly,  
and it was invaluable having the project  
data live. The integrations of product sets  
were smooth, and we like the flexibility  
and features.   
Communication with DCW was open and 
frequent on the progress of their tool built  
to integrate AtlasRFID/Jovix with SYNCHRO. 
We were left very impressed with the industry 
experience of the DCW project team.”
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For more information about Digital Construction  
Works, visit: digitalconstructionworks.com

CLIENT OUTCOMES
DCW’s expert consultants helped the Mortenson/ 
Messer project team to accelerate and achieve  
new levels of efficiency by seamlessly integrating  
and optimizing its existing in-house technologies  
to result in:
     •   Reduced errors of material (steel) supply  

from the fabricator
     •   Improved schedule updates, comparing steel  

arrival to SYNCHRO schedule
     •   Management coordination with a dashboard  

view of materials and schedule
     •  Geo-tagged location of material components

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
(KPI’S) MEASURED
     •   Percentage of material delivery availability on-site
     •   Material available early or late compared  

to the SYNCHRO schedule
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